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A beautiful, inspiring gift about the amazing person
and nature of Jesus

Illustrated with the author’s photographs, which position amazing truths in a stark
and contemporary setting, and drive their message home all the more, this simple,
honest and moving poem is a wonderful gift to help others to encounter the amazing
person of Jesus too.
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As he reflected on this question, Jesus drew near to him, and Simon began to write a
poem about Jesus, marvelling again at who he was and what he had done. Amazing
is a touching and inspiring poem about just how amazing Jesus is – the perfect
devotional for mediating and reflecting on Jesus, to help meet with him right where
you are.

By Simon Ponsonby

After 30 years of being a disciple, Simon Ponsonby began to reflect on whether he
was amazed by Jesus, or whether he had lost his first love, having a relationship
with Jesus that was predictable and dutiful. Did Jesus still amaze him or just employ
him?
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Author
Simon Ponsonby is an international author, speaker and theologian based at St
Aldates, Oxford, UK where he is Pastor of Theology. He has written several books
on practical theology and doctrine, including an in-depth exploration of the Holy
Spirit, God Inside Out. Simon is married to Tiffany and they have two sons, Joel
and Nat.
Key Selling Points
•

A poem or song of worship to the person of Jesus and an inspiring, engaging
devotional aid

•

Beautifully designed with illustrations and the author’s own photographs that
position age-old truths in a contemporary context

•

Reflective and thought-provoking perspective on the life and teaching of Jesus

•

A wonderful and tasteful gift to help others learn about and encounter Jesus

Readership
•

Those who are exploring Christianity and want to know more about the person
of Jesus

•

Christians seeking an engaging devotional aid to help in their prayer time

•

Those who enjoy poetry and creative design
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